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Report back to YFN 

Name of your organisation and date funded by YFN: 

Deeds. September 2015. 

What does your organisation do and what project did you seek funding for?  
i.e. What are its aims and objectives? 

Deeds was established in order to provide affordable and accessible design 
solutions for community organisations. We do this by matching young design 
students and professionals with charities, social enterprises and community 
groups, in order to fulfil meaningful design briefs. 

Can you describe/measure the impact that the specific YFN funded project/
work has had?  
What you did with the funding? What actual change did the funded project 
generate? What evidence do you have for the success or failure of the funded 
project? 

The generous funding our project received from donors at the YFN event has 
helped us to test and iterate our ideas over the past twelve months. The money 
has helped us to buy vital resources and tools for our various projects and events. 
In the long-term, we see Deeds as an increasingly online platform, so part of the 
money has gone towards maintaining our website and email hosting, which is the 
main channel that interested clients and collaborators use to find us (we don’t 
have a phone number or address yet!). We judge the past year as a success. We 
have engaged 28 students, graduates and young professionals across several 
creative industries with our work. These individuals have all played a part in us 
completing design briefs for five independent third and fourth sector clients. The 
funding has also allowed us to hold occasional meet-ups with this growing 
network. It has of course not always been plain sailing, but we have learnt from 
the projects that didn't manage to get off the ground, making the time invested in 
these useful rather than wasted. We’ve also had to moderate our expectations of 
the number of projects we’re able to take on, as due to other commitments some 
of our original team has stepped back from the project. 

Can you tell us any personal stories to highlight the value of funding from YFN? 

Two of our designers have continued to volunteer with one of our early clients, 
advising on and implementing changes to a local community centre to make it 
more welcoming and relevant to the people it serves. Another personal favourite 
project was delivering a logo design to a community women’s group. One of our 
most prolific designers stepped in at late notice to complete this in time for their 
launch, and the client was delighted with the end product. 
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Do you have any other comments regarding YFN funding? 

We’d really just like to say a big thank you to YFN and to everyone who funded us 
in capital or kind. This has all been so useful, and we simply wouldn’t have been 
able to run the kind of projects we wanted to without this. We’re very grateful to 
have been given the time, space, and freedom to use this funding. Working with 
other funders has generally involved more slow bureaucracy and odd restrictions 
than with YFN so we’re big fans! 

Please include any relevant photos or clips that may relate to the project.  

 

 

The below questions are intended to give us an indication of the wider impact 
of presenting at a YFN event on your project. Don’t worry about giving exact 
figures – an estimation will do.  

Your beneficiaries 

• How many people has your project directly impacted? 

40. 
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• How many people has your project indirectly impacted? 
200. 

• How would you describe the effect of your project on those directly 
impacted? 
- Temporary (e.g. emergency relief) 
- Mid-term 
- Long-term 

In an immediate sense, we’ve helped our clients as individuals and groups to 
improve their services, whether that’s through the community action of localised 
groups, or crucial assistance in the formation of new enterprises. This impact is 
also long-term, as something we’ve learned is to equip our clients with the tools 
and expertise required to implement and adapt existing design (such as teaching 
them how to create templates and embed their branding in all their 
communications). More broadly, we estimate that the clients we have assisted 
have a combined base of regular users of at least 200 people, who will benefit 
from improved services. Harder to measure is the value of the ongoing 
relationships we have fostered between our designers and clients, and the 
likelihood that the designers will go on to seek further impactful work in the 
future (but we’re working on it). 

Can you give us any other comments/statistics on the impact of your project?  

Testimony from our very first client (who has since become a repeat 
client):‘Working with Deeds was easy; they do what they say on the tin. They were 
very professional with a personal touch. They really helped a small developing 
group make a visual statement of what they’re about.’ 

£7,000 funding raised. 5 paying clients across 4 London boroughs. 28 active 
volunteer designers. 242 social followers. 

Your organisation 

Did your organisation gain any new volunteers as a result of the YFN event? 

Yes. 

If yes, how many hours has this amounted to? 

100 hours and counting. 

Is this support ongoing? 

Yes. 

Did you organisation gain any pro-bono support as a result of the YFN event? 
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Yes. 

If so, what is the market value of this support? 

Very hard to say! £500-£1,000? 

Is there a possibility of further pro-bono support in the future? 

Yes, we hope so! 

Did you organisation leverage any further funding as a result of the YFN grant? 

Yes. 

If yes, how much? 

£5,000. 

Is this an ongoing relationship? 

Yes. 

Did your organisation make any useful contacts as a result of pitching at YFN? 

Yes, and thank you to you all! 

Did the YFN event and funding raised there have any other effect on your 
organisation? 

Yes. 

If yes, please indicate what form this took: 
- Increased public exposure 
- Increased media exposure 
-  Increased visits to your website 
-  Increased profile on social media 
- Increased exposure to corporates/foundations 
-  Increased number of supporters 
- Other (please specify) 

We definitely increased our online presence as a direct result of the immediate 
‘buzz’ around the YFN event. The funding was vital in establishing and maintaining 
our website and main communications channels, so was by extension a huge 
helping hand in terms of building our network and following. The confidence that 
having the validation of our funders and supporters on the night can’t be 
underestimated either!
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